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CODEX - Identity Venus
The CODEX IDENTITY Venus brings the Venus 203 mechanical movement into the spotlight once
again with two limited and numbered editions.
The CODEX IDENTITY Venus brings the Venus 203 mechanical movement into the spotlight once again with two limited and numbered
editions. This vintage movement, a 100% Swiss watchmaking masterpiece dating from the 1950s and 60s, indicates the day, date and month
as well as the phases of the moon. Incarnation of highly technical expertise with sublime aesthetic results, this timepiece is decorated with
hand guillochage and a skeleton dial revealing the circular graining on the movement. The Master version, limited to 100 pieces, is housed by
a case in massive 18-carat rose-gold and features a hand-sewn black alligator leather strap, while the Prestige version, limited to 75 pieces, is
also decorated with 431 brilliant-cut diamonds (1 ct).
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Technical Specifications:
References
ID4403.13.0101.A01 Master - Limited & numbered edition to 100 pieces
ID4413.13.0101.A01 Prestige - Limited & numbered edition to 75 pieces
Functions
Hours and minutes in the center
Triple calendar (day, date, month)
Small seconds-hand and moon phase at 6 o‘clock
Movement
Hand-winding mechanical movement
18’000 v.p.h, 2,5Hz
Vintage Venus (1950-1960), caliber 203, 11 ½’’’
11 jewels
Handmade Guilloché pattern
Power reserve up to 38 hours
Case
18-carat rose gold (137g)
Diameter 44 mm, height 14.65 mm
Screwed-in rose gold lateral bumpers
Prestige: bumpers set with 431 diamonds (color F-G, VVS) 1 carat
Fixed bezel with hand applied inserts
Sapphire glass with double anti reflection treatment
Crown with 2 O-rings, 3 correcting push buttons
Screwed-in case back with double anti reflection treatment sapphire glass
Water resistant up to 5 ATM or 50 meters
Dial
Black laser cut skeleton dial
Faceted rose gold-plated hands with Superluminova inserts
Buckle
Rose gold-plated butterfly folding buckle with 2 side pushers
Cover in 18 carat rose gold
Available Bracelet
Integrated black handmade alligator leather strap
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